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COMPETITION OF CHARGE DENSITY WAVE AND
SUPERCONDUCTING INSTABILITY IN A T\MO BAND MODELL

I(. PENC alrd J. SOLYOI!{

Centrul Reseat'ch, Instihtlc lor Plrysics, P.O.Box, 49, H-l525 Builapesl, Hungary

Abstract

A one dimensional-model of interacting electrons forming trvo bands rvith different
masses is considered. Both iniraband and interband interactions are assumed. If the in-
terband charge transfer processes become dominant, the two Fermi velocities scale to a
com$lot] value yielding an effective one band model. Otherwise, depending on the ini-
tial pauarneters, charge density r4/ave or srrperconducting instability may appear, formed
dorninantly from one of the bands or from both bands.

Intloductiou

The Hubbard model alrd its extensions including iuteractions betlveen further neigh-
bours or allowing for trvo bands near the Fernri energy have been in the focus of interest
recently. The sirrplest two band rnodel that appea.rs in this context is the periodic Ander-
son rnodcl studied in detail tir understand ihe behaviour of valence fluctuating or heavy
fcrrnion systerns [1]. The electronic states form a broad conduction band rnixed to a
llill'row bancl rvith heavier effcctive mass. Dcpcndiug orr thc paranretcrs of tlte model (po-
sition ;rnd rvidth of the bands, hybridization rnatrix eiement and Coulornb energy) strong
valence fluctuation, heavy fermion behaviour, magnetic or superconducting ordering may
bc obtiiincd.

Most calculations have been done on tuo or three climensional models. The one
dimensional case is easier to threat urathernatically since in a renormalization group trans-
formation the nuurber of couplings docs not incrcase, It is therefore of interest to stucly
the properties of tire two band nrsdel in one spatial dirnension. Vauna and Zarvadorvski [2]
calculaicd the first logalithmic corrections to the vertices and derived scaling equtions for
ihc couplings. Here rve go beyond the leading loga^r'ithmic approximation and show that
irr the uext order a Ferni velocity ueuormalization appea^rs, that in some cases eliminates
the differcuce betrveen the two species of electrons. In most cases, horvever, the interba,nd
charge transfer proccsses becorue irrelevant and the.dominant instability is determinecl by
the Iiondo type interband exchange or the intraband backscattering processes, leading to
a cirarge density \\rave or superconclictingstate.
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Model

Assuming that ihe Fermi energy crosses two bands at momenta tfte and *&p, lin-
ea^rizing the spectrum neax the Fqrgnr poiots and cutting off the states fa,r from them, the
electron spectrum will consist of four distinct pieces characterized by the velocities tul
and tus, respectively. The creation and annihilation operators for the A and B particles
ile al+rr,o md o*+F^,o, btn*or,o md 6r+&,.,, respeciively. In the diagrams rolid lirr",
rvith label A or B stand for the particles near +ta or *[3, respectively, while dashed lines
indicate particles near -&n or -lca.

The non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian has four terms corresponding to the four
kinds of particlcs

Ho : I'neol+ kA,o,*+k.t,o - I u.katlr-&a ,oek-k.e,,o
k,o k,o

+ I'o/"61+ kB,o&o+*, ,o - I'okbl- kp,ob&- krrno,
kro kro

(1)

The summation over ft is restricted to l[:l < &c in all the four terms.
From the possible interaction processes we consider only those that lead to logarith-

mically singular contributions in the lowest order bubble diagrams already. When the
interactions are spin dependent 12 couplings should characterize the scattering processes
as shorvn in Fig.1.
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Fig.l. The couplings lead'ing to singular corrections in lh,e aerlices. The lines ore
Iabelled, by a band, ind,ea (A or B) and the spin ( I anrl, I ). Solid line ilenoles porticles
ncar lk4 or *ka, dasheil line ind,icates particles near -ka or -lca.

Varma and Zawadowski performed a renornralization group calculation on this model
by collecting the leading logarithmic singula^r contributions to the vertices. We have ex-
tended the calculation to the next order by calculating the next to leading logaritmic
corrections to the vertices and the self energy as lvell.



Results

In deriving the second order
fies scaling only if a simultaneous
dimerrsionless quantity

thc scaling equiution has the forrr
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gHIo sflo')^ sf'jil"

scaling equations it turned out
Fbrmi velocity renorrnalization

(ua+ uu)t

--

r - 4ur1vg

that this rnodel satis-
is performed. For the

,Itld lnS :Zt(t - 1)tjr ABtl

Whcre .9 is the scale change, ! denotes dirnensiouless couplings and j\uyro : Git'oil, +
tr,i!i],,1' + G\,,oil'.

Thefixedpointsof thisequationan'e.y=1,i.e. ur1 :rr9,or i'oouu:0, Inthefirst
case the distinction betrveen the trvo bands disappca.rs a.rrd an effcctive one band rnodcl
is rccovered with the known results. We therefore concentrate on the second possibility,
rvlren un and us remain different ancl all the charge transfer couplings iif;Lu, gifroo *d
9\oou vanish.

In this case the scaling equations give three invariants, oo*"ly

it\ono - iiflo, gtLuou - ii9)uu, a\"n" - ligL".

Introducing the combination gll(t) : Ell l ia(') fot AAAA, BBBB and, ABAB cha.nnels,
the scaling equations for the remaining 6 bouplings simplify such that their fixed poits can
be determined. They are shown on Table 1.

:.*ll(l) -*J-(1) ,.*ll(1)Unnng AegAn 9enA,g
F1

F2
Fs
Fa

F5

F6

F7

Fe

0 {Jrb. 0

0 arb. *1
*1-1CI
*1 -1 *r
000
00*.u
*u-u0
*r 12 -112 *r 12

&T'b. 0 &Tb,

-1 CI 0
tn'b. 0 0

-1 0 0

0*1-1
-u *trl -w
0 *.u: -tn

-112 *r 12 -rl2
Table 1: Th.c f.aetl Ttoi,nts if I * L. arb. rneons arbitrary, u = 2w - w2 anil w =

4/3 - rtr(|fr +iW * fi:Tffiy.
Ouly the first five fixed poirrts aurc attractive &s seelr in Fig.2., where the scaling

trajectories are shorvn for the isotropic case ill(l) : Er(l).
F1 is ihe rveali coupling fixed point, available if the bare couplings a^re positive. For

negative, attractive bare couplings the model scales to one of the strong coupling fixcd
points. The value given in Table f . is certainly a lvrong estimate of the strengtnlf the
coupling. It only indicates that the couplings scales to the strong coupling limit, wherc
the higher order corrections will determine the fixed point value.
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Fig. 2. The scoling trojectories for the speciol cose innBB:Q.

In the cases -F2 and .Fr particles in one of the ba.nds become dominant and will
dctermine the properties of the model. A charge density wave (CDW) or superconducting
state instabiiity may occur, as in the one band model, the CDW or Cooper pair being
formed from one band only. For Fa, both bands form a CDW or Cooper pair, but there
is no coupling betrveen the ba.nds. The new feature appeaxs in I'5, where the interband
cxchauge (I(ondo coupling) becomes dominnnt and the CDW or Cooper pair is formed
from particles of the two ba"nds.

Surnmary

\Ve have performed a second order scaling calculation for a one dimensional model
of interacting fermions forming two bands with differcnt Fermi velocities. It was shown
that the interband charge transfer processes tencl to eliminate the diference between the
velocities leading to an eflective one ba,nd model. It rvas found, however, that quite often
the interband charge transfer couplings scales out of the problem, leaving the two Fermi
velocities different. In this case charge density wave or superconducting instability may
appear if the intraba^nd backscattering or the interband exbange couplings are repulsive.
Dcpending on rvirich one is stronger, the CDW or Cooper pair will be formed from one

band or from both.
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